Question 9 (10 marks)

How useful would Sources E and F be for a historian studying the different goals of Clemenceau, Lloyd George and Wilson in creating the Treaty of Versailles?

In your answer, consider the perspectives provided by the TWO sources and the reliability of each one.

In perspectives of the War, Lloyd George is still insisting on vacated changes & concessions to the Germans. As Wilson has agreed that so far as economic terms are concerned, concerned.

Both Clemenceau & Orlando, the Premier of Italy both had their difficulties with the public opinion of their respective countries.

The two issues which created the greatest trouble between France on one hand & Britain & the United States of America on the other were the division of the Western boundaries.
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of Germany (thus included the highly controversial).

Both countries didn’t handle things correctly, with better country spirit things could’ve been a little better & easier.

End of Question 9
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